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Abstract: Food’s place on the urban, municipal agenda has become an increasing focus in the
emergent fields of food policy and food planning, whose leaders argue that food needs to be more
explicitly added to the urban agenda. Yet, public food markets are a food system activity that
municipal governments have been long engaged in. Reports from leading health, planning, and food
organizations assert that farmers markets—the dominant form of public retail food markets in the US
today—should be explicitly included in zoning and other municipal codes to ensure that they can be
created and sustained. Despite their popularity as a local sustainable food system and healthy food
access strategy, it is unclear whether markets have been codified through municipalities’ planning
and policy instruments, and research has largely not addressed this topic. This study aims to elicit
whether markets have been codified into law, focusing on US municipal charters, codes and zoning
ordinances, using Michigan, an upper Midwest state, as a case. After analyzing municipal documents
to determine whether and where markets have been codified into law in ninety Michigan cities, this
study concludes that markets are highly underrepresented in municipal policy, rarely defined in
code, and mostly absent from zoning ordinances, even among those cities with currently operating
markets. Market presence in code is, however, associated with the presence of historically operated
markets. These findings raise questions about why markets are missing from codified food policy
and what risks this poses to the future of markets. They also highlight the need to better document
the market sector and underline the importance of including historic perspectives when examining
the efficacy of current food policy efforts.
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1. Introduction
Public food marketplaces have been central to civic life and food procurement since the
earliest human settlements [1,2]. These public places are signified by multiple, independent
vendors gathering at designated times to sell fresh ingredients to the local populace. Food
has long been a key concern for local governments who needed to make sure their residents’
basic needs were met [3], and markets were the earliest form of urban food distribution that
served this purpose. In the past, municipalities operated most markets in the United States,
aiming to ensure affordable food supply. Despite a major shift in recent decades away
from municipal market operators (and largely to nonprofit operators), municipalities have
historically played, and still play, vital roles in markets in regard to land use permissions,
permitting, and operating regulations; markets’ existences are dependent on municipalities
allowing them to be there.
Today, farmers markets are the predominant form of public food marketplace in
the United States. They are viewed as an important Policy, Systems, and Environmental
Change (PSE) strategy for sustainable local food systems, specifically around increasing
healthy food access and supporting small farmers [4]. In the last 15 years, there has been
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Despite their popularity with local governments, it is unclear whether and how markets
have been codified through municipal planning and policy instruments. Additionally,
while markets are impacted by state and federal policy, most policy issues relevant to
markets occur at the local government level [24,27,28].
While there is an emergent, but still small, body of academic and non-academic research examining the existence of local food policy in the United States, in particular in
the area of zoning, much of it focuses on urban agriculture, a topic that has caused significant contention among governmental and non-governmental actors in US cities [27,29–36].
Studies are also beginning to look at the degree to which food is included in European
urban policy, finding it largely not well represented on the urban agenda [37–39], but these
studies do not address farmers markets specifically. In the US literature, farmers markets
are at times mentioned briefly, but most often only in their role as a sales outlet for urban
agriculture harvests. Two major reviews of recent market literature, from 2011 and 2019,
identify gaps in research about markets overall, including an understanding of their basic
trends and characteristics, and the need for further research both as related to and for the
purpose of informing policy [9,40]. Other studies that have performed content analysis on
local policy and planning documented in the fields of sustainability [41] and local food
systems [34] did include markets among search criteria, but results provided little detail in
regards to markets. In North Carolina, researchers examined the allowance of farmers markets among other healthy elements in zoning codes, finding that more supportive zoning
was associated with more farmers markets. High-income communities were twice as likely
to have zoning codes allowing farmers markets when compared to low-income communities [42–44]. These studies show how zoning can impact markets’ ability to provide healthy
food access. Additionally, because multiple studies have found that shopping at farmers
markets is associated with increased intake of fruit and vegetables [43,45–50], examining
markets’ presence in zoning and other municipal code is important when assessing barriers
to and designing interventions around healthy food access.
This exploratory study aims to elicit whether and how markets have been codified
into law in US cities. While cities are only one among multiple forms of local municipalities,
including townships, villages, cities, and boroughs, only those municipalities incorporated
as cities were considered for a few reasons. First, cities are a form of government universal
among US states (and internationally). Second, cities are often the oldest developed areas,
allowing historic analysis of their trends over time and comparison among one another,
unlike, for instance, a suburban township developed in the 1970s. To assess the degree
of codification of markets into city’s laws, this study assesses whether farmers markets
are present in municipal charters, codes and zoning ordinances—three types of policy
instruments over which municipalities have full authority—through a systematic search
of municipal code databases and other public city documents. Codified municipal policy
is more likely than other policy instruments (such as informational and economic) [51]
to outlast political transitions, budgetary changes, and shifting municipal agendas, and
thus become institutionalized in the municipality [35]. Secondarily, this study catalogues
the presence or absence of historic or current markets, municipalities’ roles in operating
markets, and the provision of public space for markets, and examines whether any of these
market characteristics are associated with whether and how markets have been codified into
law. Michigan, an upper Midwest US state, was selected as a case. Michigan has a strong
historic tradition of markets, a large number of present-day farmers markets, a diverse,
food-producing agricultural sector, and a thriving local and regional food movement; these
factors provide fertile ground to examine markets and municipal policy. Ninety cities
in Michigan with populations above 10,000, all operating under the same state enabling
legislation that grants cities their authority and responsibilities, were studied and compared.
See Appendix A for an explanation of Michigan’s enabling laws relevant to city charters,
codes of ordinances, and zoning authority. This population range allows both a large
sample size, and an exploration of codes in cities not often studied, since much urban
scholarship, including in food systems, focuses only on a state’s largest metropolis. In
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Michigan, 34.34% of the state’s residents live in cities with populations between 10,000 and
199,999; in fact, only the city of Detroit has a population over 200,000.
Based on a literature review, the next section will elaborate further on how the relationship between markets and US municipalities has developed in time. Then, recommended
best practices for market policy will be summarized, and serve as a framework for this
study’s analysis. Afterward, the methods and results of the case in Michigan will be
presented and discussed.
1.1. The Market and the Municipality
Individual historical accounts of the relationship between markets and their municipalities are plentiful, as markets were most often municipally operated institutions in
the United States through the early 20th century, the tradition having been brought from
Europe [52–57]. However, there is a distinct gap in the literature about the current status
of these relationships, with little known more than a few data points about who manages
markets today. The following briefly traces the literature around the market and municipal
relationships, providing context for this study and how corresponding market policies may
have evolved. It concludes with characterizing the different roles municipalities play in
markets today, noting in Table 1 which of these roles are addressed in this study.
Table 1. Municipal Roles in Markets and What This Study Addresses.
Key Municipal Roles in Markets

Does This Study Address This?

Including market in municipal plans

No

Including markets in municipal policies/codes/regulations

Yes

Permitting space for markets to be held, whether on public land
or in municipally owned structures

Yes

Playing an administrative or management role

Yes

Providing financial or other resources towards a market (outside
of direct management)

No

Markets have been part of US cities since their inception, modeled after European
cities often designed around a market square. Markets were so central to municipal
life that during the founding of East Coast colonial-era towns in the 1700s, part of the
requirements when submitting a plan for a new settlement was to specify the location of
the market [58]. Municipalities saw markets as a core responsibility because they were
critical to the economic survival of a city; without them, inefficient competition and food
provisioning risked poverty and starvation for the populace [58–60]. Through the early
20th century, it was illegal to sell food outside of these markets in many US cities [61],
even though some privatization of markets and food retailing began towards the end
of the 19th century (depending on when cities changed their regulations to allow for it).
Still, municipally operated markets remained or even emerged as a key form of food
retailing in many US cities and towns for another several decades, even though established
markets experienced a period of decline in the last few decades of the 19th century due
to inefficiency and corruption in municipalities. Market decline during this period was a
physical manifestation of cities’ and the governments’ woes [59]. Noted market historian
Helen Tangires reflects that public markets acted as “’thermometers’ from which to gauge
a city’s health and well-being” [59] (para. 8). Markets’ importance reemerged during
subsequent eras of municipal reform in the first decades of the 20th century; they both
represented at times squalor, overcrowding, and unsanitary conditions, and (re)investment
in them acted as a tangible example of a city improving these conditions [40,59,62]. The
message that was returned to time and again was the need to ensure an affordable food
supply, and markets were the most efficient way to do that in both war and peacetime. It
was not until the mid-20th century that market decline resulted not in a period of new
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investment, but instead widespread destruction and displacement; modernization and
efficiency were now the focus, along with an increasingly automobile-dependent lifestyle,
and markets occupied prime real estate in city centers that civic leaders eyed for other
purposes [61]. Many markets were lost in this age of urban renewal, colloquially referred
to in retrospect by many today as ‘urban removal.’ While there were no national counts
of markets between 1946 and 1976, scholars estimate that the lowest number of markets
existed through this period [63]. Markets experienced a renaissance in the 1970s after
Congress passed Public Law 94–463, the Farmer-to-Consumer Direct Marketing Act of
1976. This law stressed the importance of markets to the viability of small farms who
were increasingly being excluded from the new large-scale, industrialized distribution
channels that had become dominant since WWII [63], and whose demand for low prices
threatened farm viability. Rising food prices due to the oil embargo and societal concerns
about toxicity in the environment, among other concerns, also rekindled consumer interest
in markets. There was a significant rise in the number of markets in this time, followed
by a decline in the 1980s [63]. Then, in the 1990s, markets rose in popularity again,
followed by exponential growth in the last 15 years, with an estimated 8140 farmers
markets operating today [5]. This latest era is characterized by a new generation of
markets, many of which are being operated by nonprofit organizations, aiming to reduce
health disparities through increasing healthy food access, provide opportunities for small
business development, connect consumers to the local food system, and serve as a vehicle
for community revitalization [23].
Municipalities still operate many farmers markets today, though a smaller percentage
than they did historically. This may be a result of a general trend in the US towards
indirect governance [35], where nonprofits have taken over services long provisioned
by the government, relying instead of the philanthropic sector and donations to keep
these functions alive [64]; the same has happened in the food system [65]. In the US,
unlike in Europe, it is very rare for farmers markets to be operated by private companies,
though some public markets (more akin to shopping malls in their physical form) may be
privately owned.
Markets took different physical forms throughout history, from open-air gatherings
on a street or in a town square, to linear market sheds running down the middle of
downtown boulevard, to grand market halls; most market structures were built and owned
by municipalities [53]. Today, this variety of physical forms still occurs in both new and
historic markets, though many of the historic market halls were lost to the mid-20thcentury era of modernization that led to either the total destruction of markets or their
transformation into wholesale-only markets that were relocated to the urban fringe [59].
The sources of markets’ food supply have varied and evolved over time, though from
the earliest eras—and through the late 1800s—most perishable food supply was local. As
railroads and refrigeration allowed food to travel over greater distances, public markets,
even in Victorian times, included food from afar in addition to (and out of community
demand for) fresh, local product [53]. In some communities, though, particular smaller
ones, markets remained either producer only or a mix of producers and resellers. This
article uses the term market as an umbrella term for public retail markets; historically,
these were interchangeable called municipal markets, public markets, and farmers markets,
among other terms. This study looks at farmers markets today as both the dominant form
of market in Michigan and the US.
Municipalities today still play a number of key roles in markets, most vitally in
allowing their existence through municipalities’ land use authority. Markets may be
included in municipal plans, and thus given tacit approval that they are a desirable
part of the municipality’s present or future vision. Municipalities can also choose to
require permits for markets to operate, dictate operating standards, regulate licensing
among vendors, and oversee food safety. These regulations may be evident or referenced
in municipal code (legislative policy) and may be documented in internal forms and
processes (administrative policy), or a combination of the two. Municipalities’ land use
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authority means that they decide—and codify through zoning ordinances—what activities
are permitted to occur in what places (i.e., zoning districts) in a community; if a land use is
not specified in a zoning code, technically it is illegal. Municipalities, then, play a key role
in markets being permitted in (any at all) or a given location. Additionally, municipalities
frequently provide public, municipally controlled space for markets to operate, whether
on a city street, in a park, or in a municipal facility. As was the case historically, and to a
lesser degree today, municipalities can play a direct administrative or management role,
acting as the market operator. Finally, municipalities can provide funding, marketing, data,
and other in-kind resources and support for markets in their community, no matter the
operator. Table 1 summarizes these roles.
1.2. Guidance and Recommendations for Markets in Municipal Policies and Plans
Numerous resources, toolkits, and reports on local policy and land use provide guidance for how and where local governments can include of food on their agendas [12,13,17–25].
That these resources are from prominent health, equity, food systems, planning, and public
space organizations shows the interdisciplinary nature of food and relevance to many goal
areas. Markets were framed in these documents as a strategy around promoting local
and regional food systems, urban agriculture, healthy communities (in particular around
healthy food access), and/or more broadly, sustainability. Below is an overview of what,
how, and why these organizations assert that markets should be included in municipal
code. A compilation of these recommendations reveals those that appear most frequently
and provides a basis for the inquiry questions used in this study. Essentially, this study
fills a clear gap between understanding policy recommendations versus implementation.
Despite there being fairly clear concurrence on set of policy recommendations, research
has largely not examined whether these policy recommendations are being adopted.
While varying in level of detail, these reports all assert that markets’ inclusion in
municipal plans and codes is essential to ensure that they can be created and sustained.
The first of these, from 2005, resulted from a study of existing policies—and policy barriers—
through an inventory of local, state, and federal policies related to markets [17]. Hamilton
found that most municipalities dealt with markets on an ad hoc basis instead of through
clear policies, and that in doing so put markets at risk. He underlines the importance of
markets’ inclusion in policy, “A series of discrete but significant policy issues in the relation
of markets to local governments can be the most significant in determining not just the
success but the very existence of a market” [17] (p. 14). A 2015 report with a similar charge,
though from a global perspective, also noted the importance of markets’ presence in policy,
“ . . . given the important role that markets play in promoting public health, linking urban
and rural economies, providing economic opportunity, bringing diverse people together,
and creative active public spaces, it is important to develop policies that preserve and
protect these important community assets” [19] (p. 4). While there is no existing research
showing that markets being codified in policy secure their permanence, this paper is not
aiming to justify that assumption, instead noting that many professionals among several
disciplines concur that this is an important component of being able to establish, protect,
and sustain markets. Future research should examine whether and to what extent markets
that have been codified relate to their resilience, or ability to last over time.
The American Planning Association (APA), the professional association of planners in
the US, is among those whose policy and planning best practices guide includes markets.
The best practice in these guides emerged in part from the work of Pothukuchi and Kaufman, two academic planners credited with introducing the contemporary food planning
to both the professional and academic planning communities. Their 1999 article “Placing
food issues on the community agenda: The role of municipal institutions in food systems
planning” laid the framework for APA guidance in subsequent decades. APA’s 2007 Policy
Guide on Community and Regional Food Planning is the titular document for planners on
this topic; it frames in great detail the current US food system and its connections to local
governments. It outlines both broad areas of engagement and types of policies for local
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governments to enact to support local and regional food systems [24]. Because of its wide
scope, its policy recommendations are not detailed, for instance guiding municipalities to
ensure zoning barriers are removed or provide sufficient space or infrastructure but not
detailing further. Other APA publications that followed have provided more detail, such
as a 2009 Zoning Practice focusing on public markets and street vending [22].
Table 2 summarizes these recommendations for local government policies impacting
farmers markets. It includes those relevant to zoning and other land use, and other
market operations, such as streamlining of permitting, restrictions on hours and days, and
acceptance of food assistance benefits. In the discussion, a comparison table summarizes
how each of these recommendations that were examined in this study were addressed in
the analyzed municipal code.
While there is some variation in the best practices recommended, there is general
concurrence among most items. Per these recommendations, markets should be included
as an allowed use in municipal land use plans and zoning ordinances (in fact in multiple
zoning districts), public land should be made available for markets, permitting processes for
markets should be clear and streamlined, municipalities should support markets financially
and/or through in-kind support, and acceptance of food assistance benefits at the market
should be either encouraged or mandated. One note: While many of the guides did not
recommend an explicit need for defining markets, zoning ordinances begin with a set of
definitions of all uses, so it may have been assumed that a market definition was inherent
when recommending markets’ inclusion in zoning.
Given this consensus around some of the ways markets should be represented in municipal policies and plans, it is unclear—beyond those cities cited as case studies and model
ordinance examples in these reports—the extent to which these recommendations have
been implemented. The modern fields of local food policy and planning are still relatively
young, and one might not yet expect widespread adoption of these recommendations.
However, markets’ presence in cities are as old as cities themselves, with previous eras of
markets dominated by markets directly operated by cities. Are these longstanding market
traditions represented in municipal policy? In other words, have markets been codified on
the urban agenda?
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A: Farmers Market Policy: An Inventory
of Federal, State, and Local Examples
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2. Methods
In this exploratory study, we analyzed existing public documents, available online, to
determine whether and where markets have been codified into municipal law in 90 cities in
one US state. First, an introduction of both the case and study population selection outlines
the reasons and criteria for inclusion. Next, methods and data for analyzing the presence
or absence of markets in code are introduced. Then, methods and data sources used to
gather and catalog presence and characteristics about any current and historic markets are
shared. Finally, an overview of both descriptive and inferential statistical analysis of results
is discussed.
2.1. Case and Study Population Selection
Michigan cities were selected as cases. The selection of cities instead of other forms of
local government (in Michigan, that includes villages, townships, and charter townships)
was made because cities are the most urban in form, making them more easily comparable
to scholarship in urban food systems around the world. By choosing criteria that would
yield a large study population, but in a single state, trends could be analyzed across
many places that share the same type of government and are afforded the same level
of authority under the state government. The choice of a wide range of city population
size was purposeful, as most research in local food policy focuses only on large cities
(500,000 population and above), leaving a gap in understanding of the trends among
smaller and medium sized cities (populations below 500,000). In Michigan, cities of
these sizes, while still concentrated in the state’s population centers in the bottom half
of the lower peninsula, capture cities throughout the state. This helps to understand
the conditions outside of not only the largest cities, but also beyond the most populous
metropolitan regions.
All cities in the US state of Michigan with populations above 10,000 (N = 92) were
initially included in the sample. Population data were taken from the 2010 census, the most
recent comprehensive population count [66]. In Michigan, 41.56% of the population live
in cities with populations of 10,000 or above, and even if Detroit (the largest city, by far,
with 2010 population of 713,777) is excluded, this still accounts for around one third of the
state’s population (34.34%). While there is a popular perception that a large portion of the
US population live in large cities, in fact, only 20% reside in incorporated places (mostly
classified as cities) with populations above 500,000. In fact, 53% of the US population live
in incorporated places with populations between 10,000 and 199,999, which is the size of
the populations in the study cities included here, with the exception of Detroit. In other
words, studying cities outside of the largest is relevant for generalizing to the places where
a majority of the US reside. Some of these cities are part of broader metropolitan areas, but
this study is concerned only with the scale of the municipality itself and what is happening
within its borders.
To select the study population among these 92 cities, only those cities whose municipal
code was digitized and publicly available online were included. The availability of digitized
code was determined for these 92 cities by searching each of the most commonly used
code digitization services’ websites (Municode, AMLegal, eCode360, Code Publishing Co,
searched between 9 Nov 2020 and 4 Jan 2021). Municode hosted the most of these (70%),
with AM Legal second (18%), and the others making up the remaining few. For any cities
whose code is not digitized with one of these services, the city website was searched to
find how to access the code. For three cities, their code is available on the city website. Two
cities were excluded from this study based on lack of or difficulty accessing their code. The
first, Benton Harbor (2010 census population 10,038), does not use a publicly searchable
code digitization service nor include the code on the city website; the city clerk did not
respond to an email request to obtain a digital copy of the code. The second, Troy (2010
census population 80,980), includes the code on the city website, but each of 106 chapters,
plus the city charter must be individually downloaded and searched. Due to the burden of
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107 separate searches needed, Troy was excluded. The final number of cities included in
this study was 90.
All of the cities using code digitization services included both their city charter and
code of ordinances in the searchable database, with the exception, for some cities, of their
zoning ordinance. When this was the case, the zoning ordinance was posted on the city
website. Tables of Contents are available on each of these coding services, and if the zoning
ordinance was not included, it was retrieved separately from the city website, where it was
most commonly available as a single, searchable pdf.
The 90 cities, shown in Figure 2 on a map of Michigan showing county outlines,
included in this study represent all but two (those mentioned above as excluded) of the
most populous cities in Michigan, with a total combined population of 4,016,731 in the 2010
census [64]. Collectively, these populations represented 41% of Michigan’s population in
2010. Their populations range from 10,355 to 713,777, with a mean of population of 44,630
and a median of 23,992. They spread among thirty-seven total counties, including five cities
whose jurisdictions cross two counties and one that spans three. Forty-nine cities—54%
of the total—are in Wayne, Oakland, or Macomb County, adjacent counties in Southeast
Michigan (Wayne County is home to Detroit) that are also the three most populous counties
in the state.
had, a market. Table 3
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Figure 2. Study Cities [67,68].

Figure 2. Study Cities [67,68].

Cities were included regardless of whether they have, or once had, a market. Table 3
presents the distribution of population size of cities, the percentage of cities in that population range with current markets, and the total number of markets present among those
cities. Some cities have more than one market.
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Table 3. Study Cities by Population Size and Presence of Current Market.

Population

Number of Study
Cities

Percent of Study
Cities with At Least
One Current Market

Total Number of
Current Markets

10–19,999
20–29,999
30–39,999
40–49,999
50–59,999
60–69,999
70–79,999
80–89,999
90–99,999
100–109,999
110–119,999
120–129,999
130–139,999
180–189,000
710–719,999

37
17
8
5
7
1
5
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1

49%
53%
88%
80%
57%
100%
40%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

20
10
8
4
4
1
2
1
2
1
5
1
1
3
9

Total

90

72

Other studies in this field that analyze municipal policy instruments develop and
utilize a numeric coding chart, resulting in ranking and rating of degrees of inclusion of a
given topic [34,38,41,43]. Because this initial inquiry is so narrow in focus—focusing just
on markets—a simpler coding was adequate. A Yes/No dichotomy was sufficient to code
the presence or absence of markets in code.
The dimensions selected for coding were chosen initially based on a subset of the
recommendations found in Table 2. These included whether the market was present in
the code of ordinances and/or the zoning ordinance (a subset of the code of ordinances)
specifically. Based on results of preliminary searches, the list of dimensions was refined to
including the following:
1.

Market Defined

A market being explicitly defined is an important part of understanding where markets
fit and what rules apply to them. This is particularly poignant in the zoning ordinance,
where anything not defined and explicitly included is considered an illegal use. In sample
searches, the presence of a market definition was recorded as one of the ways markets could
show up in zoning ordinances. These searches revealed, however, that sometimes a market
was defined elsewhere in the municipal code or charter, outside of the zoning ordinance. If
that was the case, it may not have also been defined in the zoning code. Market Defined
was elevated to its own dimension. If a market either has its own definition, or is included
in this definition of another item, anywhere in the codified policy, it was coded as Yes.
2.

Market in City Charter

The city charter is a different type of policy document than the code of ordinance,
but is included in digitized code, generally as a preamble. The charter is the foundational
governance document and can only be changed through a vote of the public, something
that occurs quite infrequently. While none of the recommendations mentioned in Table 2
spoke directly to city charters, it is included because of its importance in understanding the
historic role of the municipality and the market. When a market is included in the charter,
it is because the municipality recognized the market as something that it holds (or at one
point held) some degree of authority, or even direct responsibility, over. As a result, the city
charter was considered in this study as its own dimension. If there was any mention of a
market in the charter, it was coded as Yes.
3.

Market in Code of Ordinances
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If a market is mentioned in the non-zoning part of the code of ordinances once or
more, it is marked as Yes.
4.

Market as Permitted Zoning Use

If a market is mentioned as an allowed use—whether by right, as a primary or
accessory use, conditionally, or through special use permit—in any zoning districts, it
is coded as Yes. Most of the recommendation documents previously mentioned zoning
as crucial, as without their express inclusion, markets are an illegal use, or could be
interpreted as such if they don’t readily and clearly fit within another defined use. While
some of the reports summarized in Table 2 recommend markets be allowed by right—
versus needing conditional or special use approval—and others add that they should be
allowed in multiple zoning districts, this study did not address those details. Like the
other dimensions, it stopped at whether there was any inclusion of markets in any zoning
district, which was coded as a Yes.
5.

Market Section

Sample searches revealed that there are degrees of inclusion of markets. Some codes
mention a market in one passage primarily about another topic; others have entire code
chapters dedicated to them. Because this study is only an initial look at market presence,
we did not consider scoring degrees of inclusion. To differentiate some degree of inclusion,
the market section was added as its own dimension. If a market had its own subheading,
section, or chapter in the code of ordinances, charter, or zoning, it was coded as Yes.
One of the dimensions of food policy related to markets not addressed in detail in
this study is food safety and health regulations. With only a few exceptions, food and
health regulations in Michigan are in the domain of the county government, not the city.
Food safety at markets is regulated under both the county health department and the state
department of agriculture, depending on the product or activity. While there are policy
barriers around the unclear and/or overlapping levels of authority that state versus county
departments have over food safety at farmers markets, because the municipality is largely
uninvolved, these issues have been left out of this study. Municipal code might mention
health and food safety matters, particularly around land use (e.g., disposal of waste), but
their regulation is largely not in the city domain.
2.3. Analyzing the Market Characteristics
As a secondary research inquiry, markets’ presence in codified policy was analyzed
for any association with the following: (1) the presence or absence of a historic (pre-1950)
market in that city; (2) the presence or absence of at least one current market in that city;
(3) for cities with current markets, (a) whether the municipality operates the market, (b)
whether the market takes place on public (municipally controlled) land, and (c) the type
of location of the market. This information also served to contextualize results, as little
has been compiled in the market sector around these characteristics. These descriptive
findings, then, may fill research gaps on their own, outside of their measures of association
with the aforementioned dimensions. The following data sources were used to gather
this information.
1.

Historic Markets

Three national or state-wide reports catalogued markets at key points in the first half
of the 20th century, along with recording details such as stall fees, vending rules, and
sales figures. The US Bureau of Census published “Municipal Markets in Cities Having
A Population of Over 30,000: 1918” in 1919 [56], the Agriculture Experiment State of
Michigan State College (the forerunner to Michigan State University) published Public
Produce Markets of Michigan in 1936 [57], and the USDA published Farmers Produce
Markets in the United States in 1948 [54]. Based on these reports, this study defines a
historic market as one existing at any point between 1918 and 1948.
The 1919 study was limited to public markets that were municipally run in US cities
with populations over 30,000, so does not include some study cities and may miss some
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cities with markets operated by others beyond the municipality. At that time, though,
privately owned produce markets were rare, so the chance of exclusion of many markets
is low. Because the latter two studies included the date of market establishment, they
catch those markets that existed in 1918 but were excluded from the 1919 census. The
terminology used for markets in these eras was different from today, most commonly used
were municipal market, public market, city market, curb market, retail market, produce
market, or farmers market. These markets were similar in form and function to farmers
markets today.
If a city had one or more historic markets between 1918 and 1948, it was coded as
Yes in this category. Date of establishment, type of market, and market operator were
also noted.
2.

Current Farmers Market

Using a spreadsheet from the Michigan Farmers Market Association’s (MIFMA) directory [69], a list of all of the currently operating farmers markets in Michigan was assembled.
MIFMA defines a farmers market as a public and recurring assembly of farmers or their
representatives selling direct-to-consumer food and products which they have produced
themselves [70]. Farmers markets are by far the most dominant form of markets both in
Michigan and the US, with approximately 240 currently operating in Michigan. A few
markets paused operating in 2020 due to the pandemic but were included unless it was
clear that their closure was permanent. Some operating organizations facilitate multiple
markets, generally in two locations on different days in the same community. Those are
listed as two markets. Increasingly, markets that were once operated outside seasonally are
extending into the winter, often moving to an inside location for the coldest months; those
markets were not included as separate listings, as they are a modification of a market than
a separate entity. If a city has one or more current farmers markets, it was coded as Yes in
this category.
MIFMA provided the author with both the physical address, and the longitude and
latitude, of each market in their database, as shown on the interactive ‘Find A Farmers
Market’ map on the MIFMA website. In Michigan, physical addresses are inconclusive as to
what jurisdiction an address is in, as the place names (what is considered “CITY” in a postal
address) and zip codes often cross municipal boundaries. For instance, Ypsilanti as the city
on an address could indicate an address in the City of Ypsilanti, Ypsilanti Charter Township,
or Superior Charter Township. In order to determine what jurisdiction each market is in,
each market location was plotted on an ArcGIS map layer, whose base map was built with
publicly available jurisdictional outlines and labels. Using these location determinations,
the list of markets was then filtered by those in cities in the study population. A total of
72 markets operate currently in 55 (61%) out of the 90 cities included in this study.
3.

Current Market Operator

The market operator for any current market was determined through a combination
of web searches, vendor application searches and personal communication with market
managers or other market contact persons as designated in the Find A Farmers Market
directory. The market operators were then grouped into nine categories (chamber of
commerce/business organization, co-operative, health care organization, nonprofit or
community organization, private, university, city, DDA, other government agency). Those
categories were then collapsed into three to create units for easier statistical analysis. Since
the chief concern of this study is the role of the municipality. The resulting groupings
were as follows: municipally run (including city, DDA, other government agency); nonmunicipally run (all of the remaining); and mixed (the city includes at least one market in
each of those two categories).
4.

Market Location

The market location was determined through a combination of web searches, Google
satellite image analysis, marketing materials, photographs on web and social media, and
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personal communication with market operators. Even when a market location is listed, it
can be difficult to determine whether that market takes place in the street, a parking lot,
sidewalk, inside a building, or other space associated with that location. When in doubt,
personal communication confirmed or clarified where the market takes place. The primary,
outdoor market location was used. For markets who operate an extended season inside
during the winter, only the location of the market in this main season (i.e., where it operates
through the summer) was used. These locations were categorized as one of the following:
Street/Sidewalk, Parking Lot, Park, Pavilion/Shed, Building.
If there is more than one market in a city, and the location types are different, it is
categorized as Mixed. This location type proved difficult to categorize discreetly, as there is
overlap. A market may operate, for instance, in the parking lot of a park. As a result, it
is unclear how useful analysis on these characteristics will be beyond painting a general
picture of trends in market location.
5.

Market Land Ownership:

Who owns the land, building, and/or structures where a market takes place was
determined in the same ways as market location. Publicly owned means owned by a
municipal or other government agency, usually the municipality, but at times the county,
state, or federal government. Universities, although potentially public entities, were
classified as privately owned, as they have significant jurisdiction over the activities on
their property. Streets/sidewalks and parks are assumed to be municipally owned; when
there was any question, such as at universities, personal communication with market
operators provided clarity. If there is more than one market in a city, and the ownership of
land they are held on falls into multiple categories, it was marked as Mixed.
2.4. Statistical Analysis
Once the aforementioned information was gathered into the coding form, data were
loaded into the SPSSv27. Frequencies were generated to identify trends. Crosstabs using
Pearson’s chi-square tests or the Fisher–Freeman–Halton exact test, including observed
and expected frequencies, were then performed in SPSSv27 to identify whether any statistically significant associations exist between any of the market dimensions (A-E above,
dependent variables), and market characteristics (I-V above). Phi and Cramer’s V analysis
were used to determine the strength of any statistically significant associations. These tests
are suited when searching for associations among nominal variables. Pearson’s chi-square
test was used whenever possible (with Phi used as the accompanying measure of strength
of association), but when an individual cell’s expected or actual count had a value below 5,
the Fisher–Freeman–Halton exact test was used instead (with Cramer’s V as the measure of
strength of association). The measure of strength for Phi or Cramer’s V was determined using the scale provided by Khamis, who notes that while there is not one hard and fast scale
for strength of association, Phi value under 3 or 35 can be considered not meaningful [69];
for this study, we used 3 as the minimum threshold.
3. Results
The results below include both descriptive statistics around study dimensions and
markets and statistical analysis of associations among these items. First, detailed descriptive
statistics around historic and current markets are provided. Afterwards, frequency results
from charter, code, and zoning ordinance searches are shared, followed by the results of
the statistical analysis. The full file of coded market data is available upon request.
3.1. Historic Markets
Michigan has a strong history of markets, unsurprising given its diverse agricultural
tradition on farms of a variety of scales, and located across the state, producing many
edible products. Among the 90 cities in this study, 26 cities (29%) were home to a total of
34 markets between 1918 and 1948. The vast majority of these markets were retail markets,
with only a handful including both retail and wholesale aspects, and even fewer solely
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wholesale. However, some markets’ primary function (retail vs. wholesale) either changed
over time or may have been recorded under different categories, as reports from 1919,
1936, and 1948 at times list the same market as a different type. Largely, though, most
markets were focused on selling directly to consumers. The predominance of retail markets
is largely unsurprising, as a pressure to transition markets retail to wholesale (also referred
to terminal markets) had not taken hold; this shift occurred more after the mid-century
mark [61].
Municipalities operated the vast majority of markets, though in a few places county
governments either operated them or did so in partnership with the municipality. A small
number were run by co-operatives, and for some markets, the 1918, 1936, and 1948 reports
(particularly the latter two) showed different operators at different times. It is unclear
whether a different entity took over the market’s operation, or whether, as is common
today, the market was run as a partnership among multiple entities. Or, there could be a
discrepancy between the way the authors of each report coded market types.
The markets in the twelve Michigan cities included in the 1919 report were assumed
to be municipally operated, as the report was about municipal markets specifically. In 1936
and 1948 the vast majority of markets in study cities were government (municipal or county)
operated, 84% and 83% respectively, as shown in Table 4. The full table showing each
market and its origin year and operating organization, as reported in the 1919, 1936, and
1948 reports, can be found in Appendix C. Because each report was authored by a different
entity, employed different methodology to collect information, and categorized markets
through lenses of their different areas, there is unsurprisingly conflictual information that
cannot be easily verified. For instance, one report lists a market’s establishment date as 1932,
and another lists that city as having a market in 1918. The same markets may also be listed
under different names. Without detailed research on each city, it is impossible to know
precisely what market began when and which markets listed are duplicates. Additionally,
markets both historic and current evolve in level of formality, change names, and move
locations, resulting in potentially different classifications.
Table 4. Number of Historic Markets by Type of Operating Organization [54,56,57].
1918 *

1936

1948

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Municipality
County or County-Municipality
Farm Bureau
Co-Operative
Private

12
*
*
*
*

100%
*
*
*
*

18
4
2
2
0

69%
15%
8%
8%
0%

20
4
0
4
1

69%
14%
0%
14%
3%

Total

*

*

26

100%

29

100%

* The 1918 census report was of municipal markets in cities over 30,000; it is not inclusive of all study cities, as many had populations under
30,000. It also did not include markets not operated by municipalities.

3.2. Current Markets
Table 5 shows the number of markets per cities. Among the 90 cities in this study, 55
(61%) have farmers markets operating today. Most cities (47) have a single market in their
community, while 7 cities have 2 or 3 markets. Detroit, the most populous city in Michigan
has 9 markets.
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Table 5. Number of Markets Per City.
Number of Markets
per City

Number of Cities

Total Current
Markets

%

0
1
2
3
9

35
47
5
2
1

0
47
10
6
9

38.90%
52.2%
5.6%
2.2%
1.1%

Total

90

72

100%

3.2.1. Market Operators
Among the 72 current markets, just over half—37 (51.4%)—are run by nonprofits,
including both charitable organizations (501c3s), and business associations such as Chambers of Commerce (501c6s), and unincorporated nonprofit groups. (See IRS guidance for
definitions of types of nonprofits.) Only 31 (43.1%) are run by the municipality, either
directly by the city, or through a city-related agency, most commonly the city’s Downtown
Development Association (DDA—see Appendix A for more) and, in one case, a regional
parks agency shared among three municipalities That is in stark contrast to a vast majority
of markets in the first half of the 20th century being municipally operated. Only three current markets (4.2%) are run by private entities, and one ‘Other’ is run by a member-based,
co-operative grocery store, which falls somewhere between a private and a nonprofit entity.
Among cities that have more than one current market, in all but two cases, the operators
all fit into one organizational category, i.e., all markets in that city were run by nonprofits,
OR run by government agencies.
When compared to national data from the USDA’s 2019 Survey of Farmers Market
Managers, the Michigan markets among cities in this study are far more likely to be
operated by a municipality (43.1%) than nationally, where nonprofit operate almost two
thirds (64.1%) of markets and municipalities only 15%, as show in Table 6.
Table 6. Markets’ Operating Organizations in the US Compared to Study Sample.
United States

%

Markets in This
Study

%

How Study Sample Markets
Compare to the US

Government
Nonprofit
Private/For-Profit
Other

1221
5218
1302
399

15.0%
64.1%
16.0%
4.9%

39
46
4
1

43.3%
51.1%
4.4%
1.1%

Significantly higher
Slightly lower
Significantly lower
Lower

Total

8140

100%

90

100% *

* Rounded up from 99.9%.

For the statistical analysis in this study, the market operators were collapsed into three
categories: municipal, non-municipal, and mixed operator (Table 7).
Table 7. Number of Markets by Type of Market Operator.
N

%

Mixed
Municipal
Non-Municipal

2
28
25

4%
51%
45%

Total

55

100%

3.2.2. Market Land Ownership and Location
Among the 55 cities with at least one current market, almost three-quarters (72.7%)
have a market or markets that take place solely on public land (Table 8). This can include
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in a street, on a sidewalk, in a public park, on a public plaza, in or around a publicly
owned building, or in a publicly owned parking lot. Another 18.2% take place solely
on private land, which most commonly includes in or around a private building or on a
privately owned parking lot, such as in a church parking lot. The remaining 9.1% have
mixed ownership, meaning there are multiple current markets in the city, and at least one
takes place on public land and at least one on private land.
Table 8. Number and Percentage of Markets by Land Ownership.
Ownership

N

%

Mixed
Private
Public

5
10
40

9.1%
18.2%
72.7%

Total

55

100%

It was more difficult to determine the exact market location because of the overlap of
categories. For instance, a market may be set up in a parking lot in a public park, under
a pavilion that is in a park, or both on a street and under a pavilion. Almost one-quarter
(23.6%) of cities’ markets were set up in a parking lot; just over one-fifth (21.8%) under a
pavilion, market shed, or similar open-air structure; another one-fifth (20%) take place in
parks (Table 9).
Table 9. Number of Markets by Market Location(s).
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Since not all cities in the study population have current markets (N = 55), we could
assume that market inclusion in codified policy would be more common in cities with
current markets. Reanalysis of the same data with those cities without current markets
excluded reveals that largely not to be the case (Figure 4). Only the inclusion of markets
in the code of (non-zoning) ordinances was higher when comparing cities with current
markets
all studyincities
(48%).
Figure 3. (56%)
Marketversus
Representation
Codified
Policy—All Study Cities.

Figure 4. Market Representation in Codified
Codified Policy—Cities
Policy—Cities with
with Current
Current Markets.
Markets.
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definitions elsewhere in the code of ordinances and another in the city charter. Three
cities were not explicit about defining a farmers or public market but did list markets in a
definition of Temporary Uses/Seasonal Events, Open Air Businesses, or Outdoor Display,
Sales, and Storage; those are italicized in Table 10. For some cities, their definition of market
clarified that they were talking about a specific (municipal) market; it is unclear, then, how
other markets that have or may operate in those cities would be classified. In Kalamazoo,
the ‘Market or Public Market’ is defined as “The Kalamazoo Municipal Market”, making it
unclear how any of the provisions for that market (which does have a dedicated section in
the code) would or would not apply to a market in the city established by another entity,
or whether another market would even be allowed to operate.
2.

Market in City Charter

Markets were included in city charters of 37 (41.1%) of the cities. These organizing
documents, developed at the founding of a city, spell out the roles, responsibility, and
authority of the municipality (see Appendix A). Markets—often referred to in the charters
as “marketplaces and market houses”—were frequently among those entities a city has
authority to acquire or operate, in the same way they do with other public amenities. While
initially a promising finding, in that a sizeable portion of the cities in this study included
markets in their charters, it was later found that the language is likely taken directly from
Michigan’s PA279, the Home Rule City Act. This act established municipal authority
through the allowing the incorporation of cities; it set out details of city governance and
includes markets among a long list of permissible municipal roles. These results, then, are
more likely reflective of the broader thinking among state leaders in 1929 when PA279 was
amended to include this language than drafted by city leadership. While city leaders might
have shared that sentiment, the inclusion of the template language doesn’t necessarily
suggest that there was a pointed consideration of the city’s roles in markets. In other words,
it was common for cities to use boiler plate language provided by the state. Table 11 shows
excerpts from some of those city charters.
While this was the case for most of those cities including markets in the charter
(as shown through identical or near-identical verbiage), some others did use the charter
to define or outline the city’s role with more specificity. Lincoln Park calls out (and
simultaneously defines) their authority to regulate markets, while Ypsilanti fleshes out this
authority even further in their charter, including management, fees, and placement. While
charters are part of cities’ laws, and these examples articulate the city’s roles in markets,
they are likely not the first place a city staff member looks when querying for guidelines
under which a market falls. Still, a market presence in a charter—a city’s foundational
law—illustrates that markets were, at least one time, considered a part of the urban agenda.
Because city charters are largely historic documents and involve significant effort
(popular vote) to change, they have not been the focus of recommendations for policy
changes, nor should they be. They serve as a lens to understand the place of market’s in
the city’s structure and history.
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Table 10. Market Definitions in City Codes, Charters, and Zoning Ordinances.
City

Section

Language

Auburn Hills

Zoning: Definitions

Roadside Stands or Markets: A roadside stand or market is the temporary use of property or
facilities for the selling of vegetables, fruits and flowers.

Battle Creek

Zoning: Urban Ag: Definitions

Farmer’s market. A place where vendors and individuals can sell products from their crops.

Zoning: Definitions

Farmers’ Market: A pre-designed non-municipality-owned or -operated area, with or without
temporary structures, where vendors and individuals who have raised the vegetables or produce or
have taken the same on consignment for retail sale, sell vegetables or produce, flowers, orchard
products, locally-produced packaged food products and/or animal agricultural products.

Code of Ordinances: Farmers Market

Farmers’ market means a place where fresh foods and articles from a defined local area are sold by
the people who have grown, gathered, raised or created them (Ord. No. 1061, 4-17-2012)

Code of Ordinances: Peddlers, Solicitors, Transient
Merchants, Vendors: Farmers Market Article

Farmers’ market or market shall be the space designated by the city council on which shall be
carried on the buying and selling of products during specified days and hours; Producer shall mean
a person who offers for sale articles for human consumption such as fruits, vegetables, eatable
grains, nuts, berries, apiary products, maple sugar syrups, bakery products, and fish and/or
nonedible articles such as cut or potted flowers, which articles have been grown, produced, or
prepared by the grower or producer. Producers shall be limited to residents of Delta, Schoolcraft,
Menominee, and Dickinson Counties.

Fenton

Zoning: Definitions

Temporary uses and seasonal events: Seasonal outdoor events intended for a limited duration within any
zoning district. Such a temporary use shall not be interpreted to be a continuance of a nonconforming use.
Temporary uses and seasonal sales events may include carnivals, circuses, farmers market, art fairs, craft
shows, sidewalk sales, antique sales, Christmas tree sales, flower sales, flea markets and similar events, and
may also include temporary residential uses.

Grand Rapids

Zoning: Definitions

Farmers’ Market: The temporary outdoor sale, for an extended period, of an array of agricultural
products, handmade goods, and similar locally produced items (not including secondhand goods).

Hamtramck

Code of Ordinances: Business Regulations:
Restaurant and Food-Related Services and Products:
Public Markets (chapter)

Public Markets: Public Market or Market Place. A place on vacant property used for buying and
selling farm products and the accommodation of producers’ and hucksters’ wagons in which the
products are brought to or taken from the place.

Kalamazoo

Code of Ordinances: Kalamazoo Municipal Market

Detroit

Eastpointe

Escanaba

Lincoln Park

Charter: Powers of City and Council: Section
24—Markets

Market or Public Market: The Kalamazoo Municipal Market.
The Council shall have power to establish and regulate markets and market places for the sale of
meats, fish, vegetables and other provisions and articles necessary for the sustenance and
convenience of the inhabitants.
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Table 10. Cont.
City

Section

Language

Zoning: Definitions

Farmers Market: A location established in accordance with local ordinance and operated in
compliance with Act No. 92, the Michigan Food Law, as amended, where farmers may transport
and sell to the public fruits, vegetables or other agricultural products. Vendors of other retail items
may also be permitted by the City.

Monroe

Zoning: Definitions

Open Air Business: Businesses operated on a seasonal or year-round basis which are not conducted from a
wholly enclosed building and which include, but are not limited to: A. Product sales or rentals; B. Outdoor
product display; C. Fruit and vegetable markets; D. Nurseries and garden supply and equipment; and E.
Commercial recreation businesses.

Muskegon Heights

Zoning: Definitions

Farm Market: A temporary use within the City, which sells produce and other farm products.

Rochester Hills

Zoning: Definitions

Roadside Stand and Market. The temporary use of property or facilities for the selling of produce.;
Temporary Use. A use permitted and regulated pursuant to this ordinance for periods of time that
are limited in duration as specified by this ordinance, including, but not limited to carnivals,
circuses, farmers market, art fairs, craft shows, sidewalk sales, antique sales, Christmas tree sales,
flower sales, flea markets and similar events.

Traverse City

Zoning: Definitions

Market, municipal. “Municipal market” means a publicly owned and operated building or space
where vendors offer a wide range of different products from open stalls.

Wyoming

Zoning: Definitions

Outdoor display, sales, or storage: Outdoor display, sales, or storage that is accessory to a permitted
commercial use or a business operated substantially outside of any building, including: retail sales of garden
supplies and equipment (including, but not limited to, trees, shrubbery, plants, flowers, seed, topsoil, trellises,
and lawn furniture); sale of building and lumber supplies; automobiles, recreational vehicles, boats, mobile
homes, garages, swimming pools, playground equipment, mowing equipment, farm implements, construction
equipment and similar materials or equipment; rental and leasing establishments; and year-round flea
markets, farmer’s markets, roadside stands, and auctions.

Ypsilanti

Zoning: Definitions

Farmers’ market means an indoor or outdoor market open to the public offering for sale at retail
vegetables, produce.

Marquette
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Table 11. Market Language in City Charters.
City

Section

Language

Holland

Municipal Powers & Liabilities: General Powers

Public facilities; construction, maintenance, etc. To construct, provide, maintain, extend, operate, and improve: Grounds,
parks, plants, systems, water, sewage, etc. Either within or without the corporate limits of the city or of Ottawa county:
Public parks; recreation grounds and stadiums; municipal camps; public grounds; zoological gardens; museums; airports
and landing fields; facilities for the landing of helicopters; cemeteries; public wharves and landings upon navigable waters;
levees and embankments for flood control and other purposes related to the public health, safety, and welfare; electric light
and power plants and systems; gas plants and systems; public heating plants and systems; waterworks and systems;
sewage disposal plants and systems; storm sewers; garbage disposal facilities; refuse and rubbish disposal facilities;
market houses and market places; public transportation facilities; facilities for the storage and parking of vehicles;
hospitals; facilities for the docking of pleasure crafts and hydroplanes; and any other structure or facility which is devoted
to or intended for public purposes within the scope of the powers of the city.

Lincoln Park

Powers of City and Council: Section 24—Markets

The Council shall have power to establish and regulate markets and market places for the sale of meats, fish, vegetables
and other provisions and articles necessary for the sustenance and convenience of the inhabitants.

Parks and Public Property—City Market

Designation of place for market. (a) The council shall, by resolution, from time to time designate such places for the city
market as it may deem proper. All vehicles and stands upon the market shall be parked or placed in such a manner as the
market manager shall designate. The market manager may make such other regulations not inconsistent herewith as may
be necessary for the proper conduct of the market. (b) Fees for the use of the Farmer’s Market Freight House shall be set by
resolution of the city council.

Ypsilanti

Table 12. Markets in (Non-Zoning) Codes of Ordinances.
City

Section

Language

Battle Creek

Vendors: Exempt Activities

The provisions of this chapter shall not apply to any of the following: A person handling vegetables, fruits or
perishable farm products at an established City market.

Eastpointe

Farmers Market

Any person desiring to operate a farmers’ market shall file a written application with the city clerk, on a
form to be furnished by the city clerk. Said application shall be subject to the review of the building official
who shall forward his/her recommendation to the city manager. The city manager shall review and make
final determination on the application. All persons desiring to sell foods or articles at a farmers’ market shall
be required to complete a registration form which shall be filed with the city clerk and subject to the approval
of the city manager.

Big Rapids

Business Regulations: Mobile Food Vendors

Grosse Pointe Park

Administration: Dept of Public Service

Not operate on public property within a block of a City-authorized street fair, public festival, farmer’s
market, or special event without authorization from the event sponsor.
The Department of Public Service shall have the following specific functions: (6) It shall have charge of the
control and regulation of the planting of trees, and of the planning, development, maintenance, management
and operation of parks, boulevards, cemeteries, municipal parking lots, markets and recreation facilities.
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3.

Market in Code of Ordinances

Of the five dimensions included in this study, the most common place for markets
to appear was in the non-zoning code of ordinances, with almost half (47.8%) having
some direct mention of markets. Table 12 shows examples of a variety of ways market
appears in code. Most frequently, this was listed in a section about peddlers/transient
merchants stating (something to the effect of) those selling fruits and vegetables they
produced themselves were exempt from peddler licensing requirements, as shown by the
examples from Battle Creek in Table 12. The intention of this language seems to be that
market vendors are not required to apply for this permit, since they already submit some
form of application to sell at the market to its operating organization. Eastpointe’s code is
an example of a market section that sets out the process for farmers market approval. Big
Rapid’s mention of markets is in a list of restrictions for mobile food vendors in proximity
to the market. Additionally, Grosse Pointe Park includes markets when describing the
purview of a city department. As these examples show, the presence of markets in the
non-zoning code is highly variable, and their inclusion—a ‘Yes’ score in this analysis—does
not address the type and degree of inclusion. The market section and market definition
dimensions (both of which may be part of the non-zoning code of ordinances), may provide
further insight as to what extent the code includes markets, whether a passing mention or
a topic with more content.
4.

Market as Permitted Zoning Use

In Table 13, we see that markets were only explicitly listed as an allowable land use in
22 (24.4%) of the 90 cities’ zoning codes, despite the fact that 55 of these cities have at least
one current market. When the data were filtered to look at only those cities with current
markets, still 41, or almost three-quarters (74.5%), of those cities do not include markets as
an allowed land use. Even among the 28 cities with municipally operated markets, only
6 allowed farmers market as a use in their zoning ordinance. This means that these cities
that operate markets may be ignoring their own zoning ordinances.
Table 13. Number of Markets in Zoning—Land Use By Market Operator.

Zoning—Land
Use

Mixed

Muni

NonMuni

None

Total

%

No

2

22

17

27

68

75.6%

Yes
Total

0
2

6
28

8
25

8
35

22
90

24.4%
100%

This is one of the most surprising findings because it means that many markets
are technically operating illegally. This puts especially those markets operated by nonmunicipal entities at risk, should someone challenge their existence. Additionally, it gives
legal backing for anyone who wanted to voice an objection to a new market opening in the
future. Compounding this risk is the fact that even fewer cities for whom markets are an
explicitly allowable land use have actually defined in codified policy. One would expect
that all of the cities allowing markets as a land use would have defined them, but this is
not the case. Of these 22, only nine include definitions of a market anywhere in the code,
making what one considers a market open to interpretation.
5.

Market Section

More substantial inclusion of markets in the code of ordinance was likely to be in a
market section; 15 cities (16.7%) included such sections, though they were not always in
the codes of ordinances. Some were included in the city charter, and others in the zoning
ordinance. Overall, most cities (N = 75, or 83.3%) did not include market sections anywhere
in their codified policy.
In summary, markets are largely underrepresented in codified municipal policies, and
while there is some variation among the dimensions included, it does not appear obviously
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explainable by the most obvious characteristics, such as the city having a current market,
or a market being municipally operated. To test whether these dimensions and market
characteristics are associated with each other in a statistically significant way, crosstab
analysis in SPSSv27 was performed.
3.4. Comparisons between Market Representation in Code and Other Factors
Cross tabs with Pearson’s chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test examined whether any
of the five dimensions of market representation in codes is associated with other factors
examined. In many cases, Fisher’s exact test had to be used instead of Pearson’s chi-square
test, because individual cells had values of less than 5, making Pearson’s chi-square test
inaccurate in showing an association. Whichever test was used, Phi or Cramer’s V was
then used to study the strength of association for any results with p > 05 (dark highlight)
and with p > 07 (light highlight). These tests were performed both with the entire set of
90 cities, and then separately looking at only those 55 cities with current markets. The latter
tests were performed because several of the factors were relevant only to those cities with
current markets (market operator, market location, market land ownership), to determine
whether once the large number of “None” responses from those cities without markets
impacted which associations were statistically significant. While there was slight variation,
for the most part, the findings of significance were the same. The results for the entire set
of 90 cities are shown below in Tables 14 and 15, and the results for only the 55 cities with
current markets can be found in Appendix D.
Table 14. p-Values for Pearson’s Chi-Square Test Or Fisher’s Exact Tests of Association Between the Market Representation
in Code and the Market Characteristics—All Study Cities.

Current Market
Historic Market
Market Operator
Market Location
Land Ownership

Market Defined

Market in Charter

Market in Code

Market
Zoning-Land Use

Market Section

0.373
0.07
0.284
0.225
0.13

0.479
0.541
0.704
0.003
0.872

0.041
0.004
0.054
0.015
0.024

0.78
0.114
0.795
0.457
0.266

0.287
0.004
0.15
0.002
0.007

Table 15. Cramer’s V or Phi: Strength of Association Between the Market Representation in Code and the Market
Characteristics—All Study Cities.
Market
Defined
Current Market
Historic Market
Market
Operator
Market
Location
Land
Ownership

Market in
Charter

Market in
Code
0.215
0.301

0.208

Market
Zoning-Land Use

Market Section

df

0.322

1
1

0.287
0.456

3

0.41

0.493

6

0.318

0.418

3

The statistical analysis revealed that market presence in the non-zoning code and
the presence of a market section are associated the most with the market characteristics.
The presence of market in non-zoning code is associated with each of the five market
characteristics, though only marginally with the market operator (p = 054). The strength
of association is trivial for current market and market operator and moderate to strong
for the other characteristics [71]. As previously described, market presence in code is
the most widely varied dimension in both degree and type of inclusion, spanning from
(most frequently) brief mentions in listings of peddler permit exemptions, to entire market
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sections, to references around other items such as keeping the peace. Because presence was
considered to be there as long as the market was mentioned even once, it had the lowest
entry bar, and it is therefore not surprising that it is associated with a number of factors.
That market presence is associated with the presence of a historic market is predictable, in
that those early markets seemed more likely to have been codified in municipal law.
Whether a city’s non-zoning code includes a section about markets is associated with
three factors: whether there was a historic market, the market location, and market land
ownership, all with a moderate or high degree strength of association. The associations
between a market section and either the presence of a historic market and market land
ownership is not unsurprising, as these sections tend to refer to a (historic) municipally
operated markets that take place on public land.
The multiple associations with market location are the most confounding, as that characteristic had the most possible answer categories (street/sidewalk, pavilion, park, et al.)
and not always a clear differentiation that allowed a straightforward classification into one
category. Yet, it came out strongly associated with three dimensions. To assess whether
one or two values were contributing disproportionately to the Pearson’s chi-square test
values, i.e., an outlier skewing the results and causing the associations, further calculations
were performed on the results of these three factors to understand the contribution of
each response. That analysis did not find any clear pattern. It is unclear whether these
associations are meaningful. Further analysis could involve regrouping or reclassifying the
values into fewer options and seeing if the statistical associations remain.
The most striking absence of association is that of market as a permitted land use in
the zoning ordinance with any of the characteristics. One could assume that at least those
cities with current markets may be more likely to have food policy advocates working to
ensure that markets are included in municipal policy including zoning. These data do
not suggest that is the case. This follows on the surprising low frequency of inclusion of
markets in zoning codes, as shown in the previous sections. Whether markets are not on
the radar of those supporting local food policy and planning is an area for future inquiry.
4. Discussion
Despite the assertion from the fields of food policy, food planning, and healthy communities, among others, that markets should be codified into municipal law, this study
found that this is not the case for the vast majority of Michigan’s cities with populations
over 10,000, including those with either historic and/or current markets. With respect
to the recommendations in Table 2, this study examined whether or not a number of
those recommendation had been implemented in the form of codified municipal policy.
Table 16 summarizes what was found during this study, and Table 17 compares the policy
recommendations presented in Table 2.
Table 16. Percentage of Cities with Markets Representation in Codified Policies.

All Study Cities
Cities with Current
Markets
Cities with
Historic Markets

Defined

City Charter

Code of Ordinance

Zoning

Market Section

18.9%

41.1%

47.8%

24.4%

16.7%

21.8%

38.2%

56.4%

25.5%

20.0%

32%

36%

72%

36%

36%

This study found that a small minority of cities have defined markets in their code
(18.9%) or included markets as an allowed land use in their zoning ordinance (24.4%).
Broadly, the implications of this study are that despite a clear set of best practices and
recommendations for the codification of markets in municipal law, codes of ordinances are
not being updated to include markets in most places. Additionally, those that have codified
markets might have done so many decades—even up to one century ago—during the
establishment of their own municipally operated market, making it unclear whether their
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presence is reflective of adopting these more recent recommendations. Future research
could explore the timeline of market policy adoption. Zoning ordinances, however, tend
to be more current, in contrast to the overall city code, as they are periodically revised
in their entirely, particularly in recent decades as cities have begun to switch to a more
contemporary zoning system (form-based code). Zoning ordinances are the legal codification of master plans in Michigan (and many other states), and cities undertake this type of
comprehensive planning periodically (every 5–20 years).
The professional organizations that created these recommendations note that this both
puts current markets at risk and can hinder future efforts at market development. While
codified policy does not guarantee permanence, these recommendations from leading
organizations in multiple sectors concur that it is an important component. Per Kaufman
and Pothukuchi, codification could be considered a step towards making the invisible
urban food system visible within local planning and policy. Whether or not the assertion
on the importance of codification is correct has not been studied and is a topic for future
research. Still, this research explored the question of whether food policy and planning
recommendations have been adopted and implemented; the answer is by and large they
have not. This reasons behind this disconnect between policy recommendations and
adoption is in itself an area for future research and can inform how food policy and
planning should be approached to achieve greater efficacy. After all, what use is putting
forth best practice ideas if they are never implemented?
Table 17. Summary of Findings as Compared to Policy Recommendations.
Zoning

Corresponding Dimension or
Characteristic

Summary of Findings

Define markets in code

Market Defined

Rarely included (18.9%), even less than
frequency of inclusion in zoning

Include market as allowed land use in
zoning

Market Zoning

Included in only under one-quarter
(22.4%) of cities

Include market in multiple zoning
districts

Market Zoning

Not examined directly, but could be for
future studies

Include market by right; not needing
conditional/special use or temporary use

Market Zoning

Not examined directly, but found several
references to market defined or regulated
as a temporary use

Other Land Use

Corresponding Dimension or
Characteristic

Summary of Findings

Make public land available for markets

Market Location

A majority of current markets utilize
public land (72.7%), suggesting there is
permission by a public body to do so

Operations

Corresponding Dimension or
Characteristic

Summary of Findings

Regulate market operating standards

Market Section

Rarely included (16.7%), though may be
regulated outside of code (i.e., in other
city administrative documents)

Provide streamlined and affordable
permitting process

Market Section

These criteria were not examined, though
permitting process was included in some
codes; this, too, might be regulated
outside of code

Mandate acceptance of food assistance
benefits

Market in Code

There was no evidence of this among
mentions of market in the code

Why do markets need to be defined explicitly in municipal code? The obvious
answer is because zoning law dictates that if a use is not explicitly included in zoning
code as allowed, it is otherwise illegal. Thus, to ensure markets have legal protection
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to operate, they need to be included. However, what if a market can be interpreted
as fitting into another definition, such as open-air business or temporary outdoor use,
grouped with flea markets, or similar categories? Markets are frequently a strategy used
by nonprofits and municipalities to increase healthy food access and decrease diet-related
health disparities [16]. One hundred years ago, markets that emerged from Progressive-era
reformers were built for similar reasons. These reformers, along with planners from the
time, thought food markets should be part of governments’ public service responsibility, as
food is as much of a necessity as water, transportation, and sanitation [61]. Markets are
different than fireworks stands or flea markets, for instance, because of this public purpose.
As a result, they merit their own definition, and then different treatment in the code for
such considerations as permissible operating locations. For instance, farmers market policy
recommendations cited in Table 2 suggest markets should be allowed in all types of zoning
districts because of the lack of access to fresh food retail close to people’s homes in many
(especially low-income and minority) American communities. The same case would not be
relevant for a flea market, or other temporary uses such as an annual festival or fireworks
stand. A flea market or craft market may, like a farmers market, be supporting local
entrepreneurs and offering places for sociable community interaction. However, the access
to fresh food—the core function of a market—makes it different. Those in the field of food
planning note that food is inherently a part of planning decisions, as components of our
food system occurs all around us, but that it is not actively considered as different from
other types of activities. A grocery store may be considered in the same retail category as
any other type of retail. COVID-19-era classifications of food retail (including markets in
most places), along with agricultural activities, as essential services has highlighted what
food policy and planning advocates and researchers have long asserted—that food is an
essential, core community need meriting its own consideration in planning and policy,
including (and especially) at the most local levels.
Despite a lack of attention to markets, in the fields of food policy and planning, there
has been considerable attention on whether and how best practice policy recommendations
have been adopted. This research and advocacy has focused primarily on the codification
of urban agriculture. A growing body of recent research and gray literature describes
increasing numbers of communities, of varying sizes and geographies, addressing this issue
by adopting urban agriculture-related policies [29,35,72]. Supportive urban agriculture
policy is seen as being necessary to allow both the establishing and continuation of urban
agriculture activities. Just as with markets, if not explicitly included in zoning, these
activities are by default illegal. Why, then, has research explored this question of policy
implementation around urban agriculture but not markets? One could note that markets
are a much longer standing (and more formal) urban institution and impact more people
(as consumers and producers) than what are often small urban agriculture projects.
The difference is that urban agriculture is often a contentious issue, its activities
rubbing against (1) what is seen as appropriate or not in an urban environment, (2) unclear
definitions of what activities constitutes it and thus where it fits into land use plans, (3)
where and whether food production is considered a ‘best and highest use’ of land in
the economic development sense, and (4) related tenancy and displacement of urban
agriculture activities [29,33]. Markets, while not without conflict around location, and
perceived competition with brick-and-mortar business (including competition for parking),
on the whole are not clouded in conflicts that urban agriculture is often engulfed in. By
giving disproportionate attention to one type of food system activity (urban agriculture)
because it causes headline-generating conflict puts other activities (like markets) at risk of
being overlooked and ignored. Lessons from the history of markets in the US show that
this is more than just a cautionary tale, and that markets have a pattern of falling in and
out of municipal favor, and thus existence.
Another key issue related to several of this study’s findings is that of market permanency. First, the presence in code represents an institutionalization of markets, and
while not guaranteed, codification suggests permanency. Markets’ underrepresentation in
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code in itself suggests a lack of permanency. The lack of market definitions furthers this,
suggesting that even as municipalities certainly know markets in their community exist
(and may even be the ones operating them), by not defining and then placing them in land
use and other code suggests that they may be viewed as temporary [73]. Additionally, the
rise and fall of markets in the US over the last century shows that this could put markets at
risk; markets’ continued existence is not a given. Second, this study found that a minority
of cities that had included markets in their code defined markets as temporary uses. Finally, the location of markets themselves—at least 40% of those in this study take place on
streets or in parking lots—suggests both a secondary importance and an impermanency. In
rural areas, there is often an abundance of space, but in urban areas space is more limited
and contested. Markets can and do thrive in parking lots and on streets, and while this
issue of market locations and permanency is an area needing future research, this author
has observed that municipalities in Michigan (in particular smaller ones) who consider a
market a core or aspirational part of their community tend to invest in permanent market
structures, whether entirely dedicated to the market, or a multiuse pavilion in, for instance,
a city park or plaza.
These issues of classification as temporary or permanent use can be placed in the
context of a number of discourses. For example, urban agriculture can provide a cautionary
tale around an activity being either perceived or defined as temporary, and the resultant
displacement. Policy aims of urban agriculture advocates often include establishing it
as a legitimate, permanent use, working to secure long-term leases of public land, move
gardens into land trusts, and adding urban food production as an allowable use by right
in zoning ordinances. In the way that modern urban agriculture has been threatened
by speculative land investment, seen as a temporary use in otherwise “vacant” space,
and often expelled under the excuse that it is not explicitly allowed (even if it has been
allowed to exist for decades), so, too, is the risk to markets [23]. Moreover, as land in urban
areas becomes more and more valuable, conflict over land uses, particularly for business
or municipalities aiming to maximize profits from land sale or development, markets
without this permanency may be at greater risk of repeating the fates they were met with
multiple times in the last 120 years. The issue of market displacement emerged both when
we contacted market management to clarify market characteristics for this study and in
researching the historic presence of markets. In many cities markets (in the past and still
today) have been forced to move locations, a disruptive and destabilizing occurrence for
any enterprise.
The market policies, as recommended in best practice reports, assert that markets’
exclusions from codified municipal policy puts their existence at risk. However, might the
pattern of markets’ rises and falls be acceptable? From an economics perspective, there will
be natural balancing between supply and demand; markets will appear and disappear as
these fluctuate. However, a primary aim of markets past and present has been to assure or
reintroduce an affordable, accessible food supply [16,23]. Water, sanitation systems, and
electricity are not seen as negotiable public amenities, filling essential functions for modern
life, and thus are owned or regulated by government in order to ensure their consistent
provision. Food, however, in being transitioned to the domain of private market in the
20th century, has led to deep disparities in food access in many urban areas that are devoid
of supermarkets and plentiful with unhealthy options [26,74]. Even in the earliest days of
privatization of food retail in the late 19th and early 20th century, municipalities still felt
compelled to ensure consistent food access through public markets. Additionally, today,
markets have received significant attention because of their ability to play that role. While
periodic in occurrence, in that most markets operate only certain days of the week, and
potentially only part of the year, periodic is not synonymous with temporary. Food will
never be a temporary need.
This study also gathered previously uncompiled data about current and historic
market trends. This is helpful because it provides context to help us understand how
policies may affect markets differently. For instance, 72.7% of the cities hosted current
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markets on public land. This has implications for the regulation and management of public
space [73]. A statewide history of markets, has never been published in Michigan, and while
this study only began to catalog their chronology, it opens the doors for further research
that can help to understand the history of Michigan’s local food system, and provide
insight into the evolution of markets and market policies. Additionally, understanding
the degree to which cities in Michigan still operate markets, and how that differs from
national trends, elucidates a particularly direct role municipalities are playing still today in
Michigan markets; this can inform approaches to policy and institutionalization of city’s
own operations.

•

Limitations and considerations for future research

Examining only codes in Michigan does not allow generalization to other parts of
the US, although the populations of cities included are not unlike city population ranges
across the country. This study could be repeated in other states, or with other types of
municipalities, such as townships. Additionally, the relatively small dataset may have
limited the statistical analysis, especially when looking at the subsets of cities for whom
markets are present in code.
This study does not assign a value to the presence of a policy, recognizing that the
impact of a policy or regulation can be positive, negative, or neutral, depending on what
audience is judging it [29]. The presence of a policy, then, does not automatically indicate
support for an activity—in this case, farmers markets. Policy can do the opposite, such as
restricting locations where a market can operate, or putting up regulatory barriers such
through conditional use permits [17]. This study does not acutely assess—ordinance by
ordinance—whether the presence of markets in code is positive or negative; it only assesses
presence or absence; future research could examine that. Still, some generalizations can be
made. This study posits that the absence of markets altogether in code is negative, because
it leaves them in unclear regulatory space. Additionally, it assumes that the presence of
markets has a degree of positivity, because it gives them a legal framework to work from;
it defines the rules of the game. Their presence also acts as signal of markets being in the
purview of the municipality and thus on the public, municipal agenda.
In this study, we used a Yes/No dichotomy for the presence or absence of markets, and
therefore did not show the degrees of inclusion of some of the items in the recommended
policies. Future studies could use content analysis tools or numeric scoring to uncover the
nuances and differences among places where policies do exist.
Given that markets’ presence in code was associated with cities having historic markets, this could suggest that the codification of markets may have been done during the
first half of the 20th century. The age of ordinances was not considered in this study and
is a limitation in understanding whether municipalities today consider or value markets
as on their urban agendas. The types of policy instruments assessed in this study are,
by their nature, cumulative. Codes of ordinances are a collection of all of the laws that
have been passed or amended, minus those that have been later struck down. They represent the combined thinking and agendas of those in office, civil servant staff, and (in
theory) the public from multiple eras. This is unlike other policy instruments such as
master plans that are updated or rewritten periodically, each time giving comprehensive
look at a community’s vision and priorities at that moment in time. Future research will
examine further the development of market policies over time, including by tracing the
development and amendment of policies, and by looking at markets’ presence in master
plans. This follow-up study will also compare market representation in master plans to
the findings in this study of market presence in codes. It will contrast how markets are
included among different types of policy instruments, hypothesizing that markets are more
often present in plans, i.e., the aspirational documents of a city’s future, than in zoning and
other codes, where these ideas become law.
Overall, further research is needed to uncover the reasons for this underrepresentation
and the implications to both current and historic markets, as well as gain insight from those
cities that have codified markets.
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6.

Conclusions

This manuscript is the first looking at how best practice/recommended market policies have or have not been codified into law in Michigan cities. Despite some other areas
of sustainable food systems policy—notably urban agriculture—having received a lot of
attention in both grey and research literature, there is a significant gap in any research
discussing this in terms of markets across the United States. There is also a gap in documentation of markets, both historically and currently, across geographic areas—in this case,
in cities of a certain size in one state. This manuscript also begins to bring together that
data through a compilation of historic and current records.
This study catalogued some of the characteristics of markets among Michigan cities,
and began to explore how and where they are included in codified municipal law. It
found that such codification is greatly underrepresented, particularly in comparison to the
numbers of cities that currently operate markets. Today, as markets are still experiencing a
period of popularity with communities and municipalities, under the assumption that these
bodies believe that they should continue, it is important to consider how municipalities
impact markets’ ability to last. Among cities in Michigan with a population of over 10,000,
more than four in ten municipalities operate markets, and three-quarters allow markets
in their jurisdiction to set up on public property. In addition to those direct governance
roles, municipalities regulate land use through their zoning authority, and by default
deem markets illegal by not including them as an expressly permitted land use. Given
markets, at minimum, a legal status through inclusion in the zoning code is important for
their continuation.
Does a market’s presence in code guarantee its resilience over time? Of course not.
However, it takes away some of the barriers to markets both beginning and persisting.
Additionally, their inclusion in code can represent that a municipality both validates and
values markets as an important function in their jurisdiction, at least in contrast to the
devaluing that their exclusion suggests. As markets are still experiencing a period of
popularity in the United States, further institutionalizing them in code now can cement
their role both in the landscape of cities and of their municipal organizations.
When planners Pothukuchi and Kaufmann wrote their seminal article about the role
of food on the urban agenda, they noted that food as a policy issue was often invisible in
urban life, despite its significance as a basic need [75]. While the work that has followed in
the last two decades has changed that, markets—as visible and tangible as they are—are too
often invisible amidst the municipal food policy and planning spheres. Overall, markets
as a sector have been given very little attention in research literature, mostly covered in
historic retrospect [76] and in laying out future aspirations for their role in food systems [77].
Moreover, market sector data from the USDA have been gathered irregularly, making it
difficult to understand and analyze sector trends, or to situate research findings. While
popular and at times cited as central to a sustainable local food system and as a policy
and environmental strategy to promote healthy food access, markets as a sector are in
need of attention—in the form of data, research, financial support, and policy. Significant
attention, coupled with philanthropic and government funding, has been given to the food
access and nutrition incentive programs built on the backs of (and entirely dependent on)
markets. Rarely, though, has this type of investment (in research, financial support, or
as this study finds, through enacted policy) been made in markets themselves, a sector
still almost half run by volunteers [5]. This may both explain the underrepresentation in
policy and the importance of shifting attention to these institutions that so many deem vital.
If there is interest—as much literature and practice suggests that there is—for markets
to last, then both cities and advocates should turn their attention to how markets can be
both supported and protected through local policy and planning. Academic research on
farmers markets as both individual organizations and as a sector could support markets
in many ways, filling major gaps both about demographics and trends among markets
overall, examining the role of different actors (municipal and otherwise) in the resilience of
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markets, and understanding further the role of markets amidst the accelerating fields of
sustainable food policy and planning.
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Appendix A. Michigan Enabling Legislation: Cities, Zoning, and DDAs
Appendix A.1. Michigan Home Rule City Act
In Michigan, the Home Rule City Act enacted by the state legislative (Public Act 279 of
1909) grants the authority for cities to create their own government through adoption of a
city charter. The charter outlines how the government is structured and operates, including
elections and the makeup of its governing body, taxation and budgets, maintenance of
public peace and health, general authorities and responsibilities, and adoptions of local
laws. Changes to the charter require both action from the legislative body and a vote of the
public, and such are not often modified.
A 1929 amendment to PA 279 specified the types of public property a city could
own. The list includes municipal buildings such as city hall and police states, parks and
recreation grounds and facilities, utility systems, among other areas. Market houses and
market places are among this list, establishing explicitly that markets are within the city’s
possible domains.
117.4e Public property; condemnation of private property; permissible charter provisions.
Sec. 4e. Each city may in its charter provide:
(1)

For the acquisition by purchase, gift, condemnation, lease, construction or otherwise,
either within or without its corporate limits and either within or without the corporate
limits of the county in which it is located, of the following improvements including
the necessary lands therefor, viz.: City hall, police stations, fire stations, boulevards,
streets, alleys, public parks, recreation grounds, municipal camps, public grounds,
zoological gardens, museums, libraries, airports, cemeteries, public wharves and
landings upon navigable waters, levees and embankments, watch-houses, city prisons
and work houses, penal farms, institutions, hospitals, quarantine grounds, electric
light and power plants and systems, gas plants and systems, waterworks plants and
systems, sewage disposal plants and systems, market houses and market places, office
buildings for city officers and employees, public works, and public buildings of all
kinds; and for the costs and expenses thereof; Municipal codes are the collection
of laws passed by a local governing body. They may be referred to as ordinances
or bylaws. An ordinance— equivalent to a statute at the state or federal level— is
the legislation that has passed that are then codified to become part of the code of
ordinances. Ordinances may be created, deleted, or amended by vote of the legislative
body, as outlined in the city charter.
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Appendix A.2. Michigan Zoning Enabling Act
In the United States, municipalities’ land use authority, as codified in their zoning
ordinance, regulates what types of land use are allowable in a given area, usually called
a zoning district. By default, if a use is not expressly defined and permitted in a zoning
ordinance, it is illegal. Zoning ordinances are examined separately than the rest of the
code of ordinances in this study. This is because they are different in nature than the rest
of the code; they spell out allowable land uses through a series of definitions, maps, and
regulations. They are granted this authority under a different state law that PA279. The
Michigan Zoning Enabling Act (Act 110 of 2006) empowers and outlines how local units
of government (including cities and other forms of local government, be them townships,
villages, and counties) can authorize and regulate land use. Act 110 provides for a limited
set of definitions of some land uses, though local zoning ordinances include their own
more comprehensive lists. It grants portions of authority of land use to a municipal
Planning Commission and a Zoning Commission, the latter of whom may make legal
rulings on issues related to the ordinance So, while the zoning ordinance is part of the code
of ordinances, it operates somewhat differently.
Appendix A.3. Michigan Downtown Development Authorities
Under the Downtown Development Authority (Act 197 of 1975, revoked and replaced
with Act 57 in 2018), Michigan municipalities with a downtown district primarily used for
business can create an authority that can use a tax increment finance mechanism to raise
funds that must be used to catalyze development and improve conditions in that district.
The board may be appointed by city council, (though in municipalities of less than 5000 can
be the same as the planning commission) and include the municipality’s chief executive
(e.g., the mayor) and other board members, the majority of whom should have a financial
interest (business or property owners, employees or residents) in the district.
Appendix B. Code and Charter Search Terms
The following describes what search results were included, excluded, or considered
on a case-by-case basis during municipal code, charter, and zoning ordinance searches.
Included:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Farmers market,
Market house,
Public market,
City market,
Municipal market, and
Marketplaces (and spaces).
Excluded:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market study or market analysis or market needs assessment or market demand,
Market area,
Utility market,
Housing market,
Market, when referring to the general concept of an economic market, versus a physical
place,
Flea market,
Open market,
Fair market value, and
Outdoor market lot type.
Depends on context:

•

Marketplace. Reading further around this section was needed to determine the intent
of this term, but after doing so, it was fairly straightforward. Some cities had a
zoning or commercial district they referred to as marketplace, but in reading it had
nothing to do with a farmers market or similar market. Those instances were not
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•
•

•

•
•

included. In other places—most commonly in city charters—part of the city’s areas of
responsibility included “marketplaces and market houses”—generally listed among
other public amenities such as parks and sewers—and this author concludes, based
on knowledge of historic development and operating of markets by municipalities,
that those references intended the type of market in this study.
Those were included.
Food markets, fish markets, meat markets. Generally, these seemed to be referring to
retail shops selling general or specific types of foods, but at other times they appeared
to be referring to a farmers market or other type of public, multivendor market.
Farm market. At times, this appeared intended to refer to a farmers market, i.e., a
gathering of multiple vendors, and at other times seemed to reference a farm stand
(single vendor).
Open-air market (when context showed it was referring to a farmers’ or produce market).
Seasonal market (when context showed it was referring to a farmers’ or produce market).

Appendix C. Historic Markets among Study Cities
The Table below shows all the Michigan markets in the study cities as represented in
the three historic documents, their market type, and their operating organization, each as
named in their respective report. Market names are not included, but each line represents a
different market in that community. The historic documents sometimes show names for the
markets, and others just list them by city (noting, for instance, how many of each type of
market are in that city). The cells labeled “not-specified” refer to markets that are included
in the 1919 document but were not detailed in market type or operator. The 1919 census
report is a large national document, and while it includes a complete list of markets that
existed in 1918, only a select number of cities’ details were included in its tables describing
market attributes.
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Table A1. Historic Markets Among Study Cities in 1918, 1936, and 1948 [54,56,57].
1918—Municipal
Markets in Cities
Having a Population
of Over 30,000

1936—Public Produce
Markets of Michigan

1948—Farmers’
Produce Markets in
the United States

1918—Municipal
Markets in Cities
Having a Population
of over 30,000

1936—Public Produce
Markets of Michigan

1948—Farmers’
Produce Markets in
the United States

City

Year Market Founded

Type

Type

Type

Operator

Operator

Operator

Adrian
Alpena
Ann Arbor
Battle Creek
Bay City
Cadillac
Coldwater
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Escanaba
Ferndale
Flint
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids
Highland Park
Jackson
Kalamazoo
Lansing
Midland
Monroe
Mt. Clemens
Muskegon
Muskegon
Muskegon
Muskegon Heights
Pontiac
Port Huron
Royal Oak
Saginaw
Ypsilanti

1944
1944
1920
1928
1927
1941
1931
1891
1891
1920
1924
1928
1919
1922
1896
1917
1917
1917
1918
1932
1924
1918
1945
1935
1931
1921
1921
1921
1932
1925
1933
1926
1914
1921

(not specified)
(not specified)
wholesale-retail
wholesale-retail
(not specified)
retail
wholesale
(not specified)
wholesale-retail
wholesale-retail
retail
retail
-

retail
retail
regional wholesale
retail
wholesale-retail
wholesale-retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
regional wholesale
retail
retail
retail
retail-wholesale
retail-wholesale
retail
retail
retail-wholesale
retail
retail-wholesale
retail-wholesale
retail
wholesale-retail
retail

retail
retail
retail
retail
wholesale
retail
retail
wholesale
wholesale
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
wholesale
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail
retail

(municipal)
(municipal)
municipal
municipal
(municipal)
municipal
municipal
(municipal)
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
-

municipal
municipal
county
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal-county
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
co-operative
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
farm bureau
farm bureau
municipal-county
co-operative
municipal-county
municipal
municipal

municipal
county
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
co-operative
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal-county
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
municipal
co-operative
municipal
municipal
municipal
co-operative
municipal
private
municipal-county
co-operative
municipal-county
municipal
municipal

Those markets in parentheses were assumed but not confirmed to be municipally operated. There is a discrepancy in the founding date of the Battle Creek market, as it was listed in 1918 as a city with a municipal
market, but later listed in 1936 with a founding date of 1918, i.e., two of the historic sources provided conflicting information. Repeating records, such as Detroit, are referring to multiple, similar markets at
different locations in a city that were founded in the same year.
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Appendix D. Additional Pearson’s Chi-Square Test Results—Cities with Current
Markets Only
Table A2. p-values for Pearson’s Chi-Square Test or Fisher’s Exact Tests of Association—Cities with Current Markets Only.
Market Defined

Market in Charter

Market in Code

Market
Zoning-Land Use

Market Section

0.1
0.268
0.253
0.124

0.561
0.632
0.001
0.9

0.02
0.243
0.044
0.068

0.292
0.646
0.364
0.14

0.001
0.313
0.002
0.005

Current Market
Historic Market
Market Operator
Market Location
Land Ownership

Table A3. Cramer’s V or Phi: Strength of Association—Cities with Current Markets Only.

Current Market
Historic Market
Market
Operator
Market
Location
Land
Ownership

Market
Defined

Market in
Charter

Market in
Code

Market
Zoning-Land Use

-

-

0.314

-

Market Section

df

0.449

1
2

0.583

0.449

0.572

5

0.301

0.48

2
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